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An overwhelming mass of studies can be cited to show that schooling is a decisive factor in cognitive development and identity formation, in the distribution of cultural capital and power, as well as in the innovation of culture. It has become clear that the way the teacher organizes classroom activities is crucial for the empowerment of the pupils. With their volume, Teaching Transformed, Tharp and his colleagues elaborate previous work (Tharp & Gallimore, 1988), and offer new ideas for the debate about the organization of school learning.

Tharp and his team have been studying this issue for years from a Vygotskian perspective. They view “teaching” as largely a language-based collaborative process that is closely related to meaningful activities in a community. This constitutes a major theoretical basis of their work. In their view, schools can implement this point of view in classrooms by setting up activity settings in which students can collaborate for achieving the educational goals. Tharp and his team have recently added a new dimension to this theory of teaching through activity settings, claiming that classroom teaching must be radically transformed from a model of transmission-based teaching to one which promotes learning in an inclusive community. In their volume, Teaching Transformed, they give a thought-provoking overview of their argument and present a theory-driven plan for how to transform classroom teaching. But the question remains: how convincing is their approach?

In their view, the transformation of teaching should start out with a redefinition of the basic values of schooling. Most schools aim at Excellence in their pupils, but according to Tharp et al., this easily winds up reproducing cultural inequality. Schools that want to innovate teaching should also accept responsibility for achieving Fairness in the distribution of cultural capital, for guaranteeing Inclusion of all pupils in one community of learners, and for Harmony with regard to the common values and norms that are subscribed by their community. Tharp and his colleagues develop a teaching approach in this volume that claims achieving excellence in pupils in a fair, inclusive, and harmonious way.

What does it mean for the classroom? The authors’ ideal classroom consists of teachers and pupils engaged in a joint productive activity where all pupils have a share in the negotiations of meanings that are brought in by pupils and the teacher regarding the content theme at hand. But the authors are also aware of the potential dangers of the situation. Every classroom activity has an
in-built tendency of sorting pupils into groups on the basis of performance levels or interests. Any proposal of a new teaching plan should take great pains to break this so-called “great cycle of social sorting” to realize the ideals of inclusion and harmony.

But the transformation of teaching cannot be achieved by just defining basic values and aims. The ideal form of transformed teaching observes five standards:

1. Joint productive activity: Teachers and pupils are involved in a joint activity that produces certain outcomes.
2. Language and literacy development across the curriculum: All activities and subactivities are seen as opportunities to develop the (written) language abilities of the pupils.
3. Contextualization: The teacher should connect the meanings proposed in the subject matter with the personal meanings of the pupils’ everyday life.
4. Teaching complex thinking: The teacher should organize the activity in such a way that multiple perspectives and solutions can interact and can be addressed in one and the same project.
5. Instructional conversation: The progress of understanding must be based on guided classroom conversations and dialogues.

The transformation of teaching is a process of appropriating the attitudes and abilities for teaching according to these standards. However, the authors explain that this transformation is not an easy matter. First of all, multiple, diversified, but mutually related, activity settings must be organized simultaneously in the classroom on the basis of a consistent set of values. This diversification of activity settings in the classroom is important, according to Tharp et al., as it gives pupils the opportunity to experience different power relationships, different roles, different language codes, and different cultural values (collectivism or individualism).

The transformation of a traditional teaching style toward teaching according to the mentioned standards and ideals (e.g., excellence, fairness, inclusion, harmony) is a difficult job that calls for assistance. Therefore, Tharp and his colleagues describe a five-stage learning process that brings the teachers to this transformed way of teaching. Step by step, the teachers learn to organize the conditions for their teaching in their classroom (e.g., creating a community of learners, working with multiple activity settings), and appropriate the abilities of teaching according to the five standards.

However, given the complexity of this transformation, one may seriously wonder if teachers are really able to invest all the energy required for this innovation. Tharp et al. do not give detailed empirical evidence about the attainability of this transformed teaching. Interestingly, Tharp et al. refer to some Dutch schools as supporting evidence: “The most fully realized Phase 5 schools known to us are two in the Netherlands developed schools…” (p. 225). The authors mention that those schools serve a multiethnic, multilingual population, where “instructional activities are creatively integrated with community and even business organizations” (p. 225). These schools appropriated the concept of “developmental education” (based on Vygotsky’s cultural historical theory of human development) for their classroom practices (see van Oers, 2003). Despite the commonalities between Tharp’s schools and these Dutch schools, there are also points of diversion that can be presented here as critical remarks on the proposal of Tharp et al. I mention just two of them.

To begin with, Tharp’s stage theory of teacher learning seems to be based on a dissection of the ideal form of teaching into different elements. The different elements can be programmed consec-
utively in stages of the teachers’ curriculum. It seems to me, however, that the Vygotskian view is against this kind of analytic definition of elements. In Vygotsky’s view, we have to start from the unit of analysis that still represents the characteristics of the totality (van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991, pp. 165–167). My colleagues and I used this holistic idea of Vygotsky as a starting point for the in-service teacher education and decided to always take this ideal form of teaching as a starting point. In instances where the teacher cannot manage all points at a time (which is often the case), the teacher trainer takes charge for these elements in the assisted teaching activity (like a teacher does when working in the pupils’ zone of proximal development). This establishes a setup for teacher education that is completely different from the one advocated by Tharp and his colleagues. In our view, the contents of Tharp’s different stages are always necessary elements for teaching, although they are not always in the hands of the teacher. Whereas the Dutch view benefits maximally from the distributed character of the teachers’ cognition, Tharp’s approach seems to be based on an analytic view that leads to teacher education following an assembly line model. In our view, this reduces the empowerment of teachers with regard to their teaching. Moreover, Tharp’s time scale is absolutely insufficient (unreasonably short) for the achievement of these high-reaching goals. In our in-service work, the teacher education program often takes 1 or 2 years of collaborative classroom work between the teacher, his or her colleagues, and the teacher trainer.

The second comment I would like to make from a “developmental education” perspective is related to Tharp’s model of classroom management. Tharp et al. seem to focus too exclusively on the organizational aspects of classroom management. It is striking that no attention is given to subject matters and how teachers translate these into specific object-oriented activities. Part of the organization of classroom activities is directly related to the teacher’s view on the subject matter. A teacher who views (for example) mathematics as a procedural activity mechanically applied to numbers will teach differently from a teacher who conceives of mathematics as a problem-solving activity. I suggest it is impossible to organize an instructional conversation without due attention to the subject matter and its translation into the activities and dialogues embedded in those activities. In our assistance of the teachers’ attempts at appropriating the developmental teaching activity, there is ample attention to the subject matters, their rules, tools, and methods. Tharp’s approach is seriously limited by this conception of teaching as primarily an organizational process that undervalues the importance of subject matter conceptions.

Nevertheless, Tharp and his colleagues have written a wonderful and stimulating book. The book is definitely thought provoking, and must be read by everyone interested in a “Vygotskian style of teaching.” The ideas are magnificent, but the strategies for implementing them in practice need further debate.
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